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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

DEVELOPMENT OF A LIGHTWEIGHT HURRICANE-RESISTANT ROOF SYSTEM

by

Ehssan Amir Sayyafi

Florida International University, 2017

Miami, Florida

Professor Arindam Gan Chowdhury, Major Professor

Roofs are the most vulnerable part of the building envelope that often get damaged when subjected to hurricane winds. Damage to the roofs has a devastating impact on the entire structure, including interior losses and service interruptions. This study aimed at the development of a novel light-weight composite flat roof system for industrial, commercial and multi-story residential buildings to withstand Category 5 hurricane wind effects based on the Florida Building Code requirements for hurricane-prone regions, the strictest wind design code in the United States.

The proposed roof system is designed as a combination of two advanced materials: ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), reinforced with high strength steel (HSS). The novel combination of these two materials in a specially designed cross section led to a lightweight low-profile ultra-thin-walled composite roof deck, with only 17 pounds per square foot self-weight, 4-inch overall depth and only ¾-inch thick flanges and webs, with no shear reinforcement or stirrup. Two groups of specimens, single-cell and multi-cell, were fabricated and tested in four-point flexure to determine the ultimate bending capacity and ductility of the system. Each group of specimens included two short-span (9 ft.)
samples (due to the laboratory constraints) -- one specimen subjected to positive bending and the other one subjected to negative bending, representing the critical loading conditions including the effects of wind pressures. All specimens exhibited pure flexural failure in a ductile behavior and with no sign of shear failure. Finite element models of laboratory specimens were also developed and calibrated based on experimental data in order to project the performance of the system for larger and more realistic spans. The experimental work and the finite element analyses showed that the proposed roof system with its given section has adequate flexural and shear strength, and also meets serviceability requirements for a 20-foot long span. Moreover, connections for the roof system were proposed, including panel-to-panel connections and roof-to-wall connections.

In addition to safety, the other advantages of the proposed roof system in comparison to the equivalent reinforced concrete roofs include a three-fold reduction in self-weight, a three-fold reduction in overall profile height, and a five-fold reduction of steel reinforcement. Together, these advantages may lead to an increased span length beyond what is typically feasible for the conventional reinforced concrete slabs. All these features translate the proposed deck to a sustainable roof system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Hurricanes are ranked as the second costliest natural disaster in the world, representing over 30% of total financial losses from such events (Munich Re 2014). They are the costliest disasters in the United States, with $41 billion insured catastrophic losses during 1986-1993 (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996), that may double every 10 years (Pielke et al. 2008). In the U.S. alone, 67% of severe weather and climate disaster events have been hurricane-related (NOAA 2016), for the 1980-2016 period. In the last two decades, the densely populated eastern seaboard of the U.S. -- with more than 50% of the U.S. population (Crossett et al. 2013) -- has emerged as one of the most vulnerable locations in the country to incoming hurricanes and windstorms, hence, commanding very high property insurance. Assessment of the historical hurricanes indicates that hurricane wind is the major cause of property loss (Ayscue, Jon K. 1996; Knabb et al. 2005), with major damage to the building envelope (Sparks et al. 1994), especially roof, which is the first line of defense against extreme weather events. Storm-related damage to the roof as well as interior and content damages from wind-driven rain account for about 80% of the total buildings losses. These hurricane-related indemnities lead to significant financial liabilities to the homeowners and insurance companies. During Hurricane Andrew (1992) – the fifth-costliest natural disaster and third-most expensive hurricane in the United States (NOAA 2016a) -- the extensive financial damage sent insurance rates skyrocketing and major insurers in the State of Florida into bankruptcy. Florida is the most vulnerable U.S. state to
hurricanes with more than 40% landfall possibility (NOAA 2016b). Therefore, the hurricane resilience of building envelope has the potential to minimize high wind damages, and result in improvement of post-disaster conditions.

In a typical windstorm, roofs are subjected to high wind uplift pressure, especially around edges and corners. High wind suction exerted on flat roofs is caused by flow separation taking place at the edges and cornering vortices when wind acts at 45-degree wind direction (Banks et al. 2000; Wu et al. 2001; Kind and Wardlaw, 1979). Such wind uplift pressure causes devastating damages to the conventional roofs and often leads to water intrusion that causes significant interior and contents damage, making the building practically uninhabitable until fully repaired. The vulnerability of conventional roofs stems from the simple fact that they consist of multiple components and layers -- such as metal roof decks, lightweight concrete, and various forms of insulations -- joined together by numerous connections (e.g., fasteners, adhesives, and sealants). Quite often, it is not the colossal failure of the structural system at the design wind speed, but rather the failure of roof elements (e.g., roof covering or cladding) at lower wind speeds that lead to water intrusion and subsequent losses.

Malfunctioning of a weak link may lead to the total system failure. Poor performance of a weak link leads to a local destruction and may cause opening in the roof and causing increased internal and uplift pressure, as well as the failed elements become wind-borne debris. Roof failure, partially or entirely, causes extensive water intrusion and subsequent interior loss, which results in costly repairs. Moreover, the weak roof components become wind-borne debris and source of damage to the surrounding buildings. These damages caused by severe storms like hurricanes and tornadoes can be minimized
by implementation of a well-designed roof system, which is the objective of the present study.

1.2 Objective

One possible solution to this challenge is to integrate the structural (i.e., the main wind force resisting system or MWFRS) and architectural elements (i.e., the components and cladding or C&C) into a single unified or monolithic roofing system with significantly reduced number of inter-component connections. The objective of this research is to develop a monolithic hurricane-resistant composite roof system by combining the main wind force resisting system (MWFRS) and components and cladding (C&C) to achieve the hurricane resilience of buildings during extreme weather events. Mintz et al. (2015 & 2016) proposed one such system, primarily for residential buildings. Their proposed “Super-Tile” system mimicked the shape of aesthetically pleasing barrel-type tile roofs so prevalent in sloped gable- or hip-roof residential buildings in the South. This study offers a similarly innovative solution, however, as a wind-resistant flat roof system for industrial and commercial buildings or for multi-story residential buildings. In addition, the proposed system combines two advanced materials, i.e., ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) and high-strength steel (HSS) in a unique structural design that optimizes the material use for wind resistance.

First developed in France in the 1990’s (Keierleber et al. 2007), UHPC consists of high-strength cementitious materials, short steel fibers, ground quartz, and super plasticizer (Habel et al. 2006, and Graybeal 2007). UHPC has significantly less permeability, creep and shrinkage as compared to conventional concrete (Graybeal 2007). On the other hand,
UHPC has significantly higher compressive strength, elastic modulus, tensile strength, durability and damage tolerance than conventional concrete (Graybeal 2005, Ahlborn et al. 2008). Most recently, UHPC was used for ultra-thin cladding at the Adrienne Arsht Center in Miami, Florida, with specific consideration for hurricane resistance of the cladding. HSS reinforcing bar is another advanced material with almost 25% higher yield strength, six times more corrosion resistance and two times slower corrosion rate than conventional steel. These exceptional properties can lead to less reinforcement, longer service life and lower life cycle costs for structural applications (Kahl 2007).

1.3 Methodology

This study aimed at the development of a lightweight hurricane-resistant composite roof system designed in accordance with the Florida Building Code (FBC 2010), the most stringent wind design code in the United States, for hurricane-prone regions to mitigate hurricane resilience of commercial, industrial and multi-story residential towers during high wind storms. Additional to the wind design, effort was made to effectively improve the capacity/weight ratio of the system by increasing the structural strength, while decreasing the weight, which finally translated to a high performance structural system. The objective became feasible through the combination of two advanced materials: (1) ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC); and (2) high strength steel (HSS). In order to achieve the milestone, a comprehensive development plan and procedure was established as follows:

1) Determination of the design loads and design criteria in accordance with the FBC (2010);
2) Preliminary design by developing a structural shape – termed as box-cell – that is efficient and effective in both loading conditions: positive bending and negative bending;

3) Experimental tests on the first group of short-length (9-ft) laboratory specimens, termed as single-cell (Amir-Sayyafi et al. 2016), to confirm the constructability, investigate the ultimate flexural and shear strength, and verify the design approach;

4) Experimental tests on the second group of short-length (9-ft) laboratory specimens, termed as multi-cell roof panels, to assess the overall performance, ultimate flexural capacity, ductility, and mode of failure (Sayyafi et al. 2017);

5) Development of the Finite Element models of all testing specimens, and verification with the tests results to evaluate the overall performance and check the serviceability of a full-length span;

6) Propose of potential connections.

This dissertation describes all the items listed above.

1.4 Organization of Dissertation

The dissertation is structured to follow the course of the research as described in the previous section. This chapter, Chapter 1, is an introduction to the problem and its proposed solution -- the hurricane-resistant roof system. Chapter 2 describes the design requirements in accordance with the Florida Building Code; determines the design loads, including wind load calculations; details the geometry of the proposed roof system; and
materials of construction. Chapter 3 details the experimental program on laboratory specimens, and how the proposed roof deck successfully met the demand ultimate strength — flexure and shear – for a 20-foot long span. All testing specimens are investigated at ultimate limit state (ULS). Test setup and test results are presented. The feasibility and constructability of the system are also discussed. Chapter 4 presents the finite element modeling and verification. The purpose of this chapter is to present the serviceability design performance of the multi-cell panel specimens through the finite element models calibrated with testing results. It demonstrates how the proposed roof system is evaluated at serviceability limit state (SLS), and shows how the system meets serviceability requirements specified by the Florida Building Code (2010) for a 20-foot long span. Chapter 5 reports on the proposed roof connections, including test results from connection specimens. Additional to the wind-resistant and structural enhancements, several significant improvements were obtained during this study, as presented in Chapter 6. The final chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the outcomes of the research and demonstrates the novelty and scientific contributions of the present study. Future works are also documented to take advantages of the results produced by this study and move the concept forward to other structural systems for the most efficient and optimized structural elements.
CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 Design Requirements

The new roof is designed in accordance with the provisions of the Florida Building Code (2010) using Limit State Design (LSD) approach. LSD includes two design criteria known as: (1) Ultimate Limit States (ULS); and (2) Serviceability Limit States (SLS). The roof unit was first proportioned to resist the factored loads prescribed in the general building code -- ultimate limit states. Next, the roof deflection -- due to the live load and wind load -- were compared to the deflection limits allowed by the code -- serviceability limit states.

2.1.1 Ultimate Limit States Requirements

Limit state design of new roof systems includes design for moment and shear under failure loads, which is known as “Strength Design”. Strength design philosophy is the method based on the fact that the design loads are greater than the service loads. Design loads are service loads multiplied by factors in load combinations prescribed in building codes. Strength design for flexure requires that the design flexural strength of a member exceeds the factored moment. Design flexural strength is the nominal bending strength ($M_n$) reduced by applying a reduction factor, $\Phi$. And, factored moment ($M_u$) is the moment computed by using design loads. In fact, according to the strength design, the nominal strength of the roof unit performs in the region of inelastic behavior of material. Similarly,
strength design requires the design shear strength of the roof section ($\Phi V_n$) exceed the factored shear ($V_u$). Equations 2-1 and 2-2 describe the strength design requirements.

$$\Phi . M_n \geq M_u \quad (\text{Equation 2-1})$$

$$\Phi . V_n \geq V_u \quad (\text{Equation 2-2})$$

where $\Phi$ is the reduction factor specified by building codes, $M_n$ and $V_n$ are the nominal bending strength and nominal shear strength, respectively, and $M_u$ and $V_u$ are the factored moment and factored shear, respectively.

In this study, the nominal moment strength ($M_n$) and nominal shear strength ($V_n$) are obtained by conducting tests on laboratory specimens. The factored moment ($M_u$) and factored shear ($V_u$) are calculated by the use of factored loads and load combinations in accordance with the Florida Building Code (2010). A $\Phi$ reduction factor of 0.9 and 0.75 are used as specified by the ACI Code (ACI 318) for flexure and shear design, respectively. Then, the reduced nominal strengths are compared with the relative factored strength. The design loads are described in details in a section later in this chapter.

### 2.1.2 Serviceability Limit State Requirements

According to the FBC (2010), in addition to the strength design, the system shall be designed for conformance with serviceability limit state (SLS). SLS requires the system to have adequate stiffness to limit deformation. SLS deflections of roof structures shall not exceed the more restrictive of deflection that permitted by Table 2-1. The table lists the SLS limits under live load, wind load, and combination of dead load and live load. According to the table, roofs not supporting ceilings are allowed more deflection than those supporting plaster or nonplaster ceilings. Nonplaster and not supporting ceilings are
commonly used in the case of industrial and commercial buildings; however, the most conservative of those two cases is considered in this study, i.e.: supporting the nonplaster ceiling. In this case, deflection is limited to span length divided by 240 for both live load and wind load, and span length divided by 180 under combined dead load and live load. The deflection criteria considered here can accordingly be adjusted in accordance with the intended building code for a given project.

Table 2-1 Allowable Deflection Limits for Roof Structures Permitted by the Florida Building Code (FBC) 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roof</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>D + L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting plaster ceiling</td>
<td>1/360</td>
<td>1/360</td>
<td>1/240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting nonplaster ceiling*</td>
<td>1/240</td>
<td>1/240</td>
<td>1/180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not supporting ceiling</td>
<td>1/180</td>
<td>1/180</td>
<td>1/120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The case considered in this study.

Also, Florida Building Code requires roofs resist a 300-lb.-concentrated load (i.e., workers on the roof during construction or maintenance) uniformly distributed over an area of 2 ½ feet by 2 ½ feet, located where the load produces the maximum load effects on the roof.

As described in the next chapter, Chapter 3, laboratory constraints limited the specimens’ length to a shorter length than the design span, therefore finite element analyses was implemented in order to estimate the SLS deflection. Chapter 4 specifically reports on serviceability evaluation in details.
2.2 Design Loads

As previously mentioned, the new roof structure is designed to comply with the Florida Building code (2010). It is engineered and constructed to resist safely the nominal loads in the loading cases defined by the building code, and to be limited to the specified strength limit states and serviceability limit states for the materials of construction.

Nominal design loads are determined using the provisions of the FBC 2010 for hurricane-prone areas, e.g. Key West, Florida. The FBC 2010 follows ASCE-7 (the American Society of Civil Engineers’ ‘Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures’) for the determination of wind loads. Wind pressures on the main wind force resisting system (MWFRS) is determined using the Directional Procedure - Regular Approach for All Heights, the approach that is contained in Section 1609.6 of the FBC (2010). This approach follows ASCE 7-10 in certain parts with the equations and coefficients in a different framework.

Since building configuration, specially height of the building, has significant impact on the wind force calculations, as the case study, a low-rise flat roof building is considered with a 50 ft. mean roof height. It is the height in the range of the most common elevation of commercial and industrial buildings. In order to estimate the most critical wind pressures, wind should act parallel to the short building dimension of the length equal or less than the building height (50 ft. or less), with the long building dimension of any length -- in this study 200 ft. Fig. 2-1 depicts the building dimensions considered in this study, the case study that represents the worse wind pressures at the mean roof height of 50 feet.
The 3-second gust wind speed for a Category 3 building located in Key West, Florida is 200 miles per hour at 33 ft. above ground for Exposure C category. Table 2-2 lists the required design parameters as specified by the ASCE 7-10 to calculate the wind speed at roof level (50 ft.) of the case study building.

**Table 2-2 Wind Load Estimation Parameters for Key West, Florida According to ASCE 7-10 for Exposure C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean roof height</td>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>ft.</td>
<td>Case study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity pressure exposure</td>
<td>$K_z$</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Table 27.3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical factor</td>
<td>$K_{zt}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Section 26.8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind directionality factor</td>
<td>$K_d$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Table 26.6-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic wind speed</td>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>200*</td>
<td>mph</td>
<td>Figure 26.5-1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gust-effect factor</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Section 26.9-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*According to ASCE 7-10, the 3-second gust wind speed for a Category 3 building located in Key West, Florida is 200 miles per hour at 33 ft. above ground for Exposure C category.*
The new roof is designed as MWFRS, with the assumed enclosure classification of partially enclosed structure with internal pressure coefficient (GCpi) of \(-/+\) 0.55. Two critical cases shall be considered in the determination of the most severe aerodynamic net pressures as follows (Fig. 2-2):

Zone 1: Positive internal pressure with maximum negative external pressure (upward)

Zone 1 and 2: Negative internal pressure with minimum negative external pressure (downward)

The maximum wind pressures are listed in Table 2-3 for both zones depicted in Figure 2-2. The design wind loads are considered in load combinations specified in Section 1605.2 of the FBC (2010), as follows:

Load combination 1: \(1.2D+1.6Lr+0.5W\) \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2-3)

Load combination 2: \(1.2D+1.0W+0.5Lr\) \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2-4)

Load combination 3: \(0.9D+1.0W\) \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2-5)
Where D is dead load, Lr is roof live load in accordance with an applicable building code; and W is wind load, as determined earlier.

Table 2-3 Design Wind Loads*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Maximum negative (lb/ft(^2))</th>
<th>Maximum positive (lb/ft(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-136.05</td>
<td>+37.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-108.63</td>
<td>+37.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The values are calculated by applying the following equations. 
\[ q = 0.00256.K_z.K_{zt}.K_d.V^2 \] , where q is the velocity pressure at roof height. Source: ASCE 7-10 Eq. 27.3-1. All parameters are given in Table 2-2.
\[ p = q.G.C_p - q.(G_{C_p}) \] , where p is wind pressure, the G Gust factor from Table 2-2, C\(_p\) External pressure coefficient from Figure 2-2, G\(_{C_p}\) Internal pressure coefficient from Figure 2-2. Source: ASCE 7-10 Eq. 27.4-2

All the load combinations shall be considered for both wind pressure conditions; positive and negative pressures. The proposed roof structure shall be designed to resist the maximum and minimum loads obtained from load combinations. In this regard, a uniformly distributed live load of 20 lb/ft\(^2\) is taken according to the Table 1607.1 of the FBC (2010). The self-weight of the system was assumed at the initial design, but was checked when the roof section was sized. The proposed roof has self-weight of 17 pounds per square foot roof area, as is described in the next section. Also a superimposed dead load of 5 lb/ft\(^2\) from roof waterproofing and finishes is taken into account in addition to the self-weight of the roof to accommodate the structural load. Table 2-4 lists the critical design loads resulted from loading cases, as well as the maximum values of each pressure as the design loads. Consequently, the new roof system is designed to have adequate strength to withstand negative pressure of 116.25 lb/ft\(^2\), and positive pressure of 77.23 lb/ft\(^2\), see Table 2-4. The loads determined in this study; however, can accordingly be adjusted for any other topographical regions in accordance with the building code in force. Accordingly, the size of the proposed roof unit section should be adjusted to adapt the loadings.
Table 2-4 Design Loads Induced by Load Combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Cases</th>
<th>Positive Pressure (lb/ft²)</th>
<th>Negative Pressure (lb/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load combination 1</td>
<td>77.23</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load combination 2</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>99.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load combination 3</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>116.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Loads</td>
<td>77.23</td>
<td>116.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Materials of Construction

Advanced material has been used in bridge and building construction recently (Ahmad et al. 2015; Graybeal 2006). In this study, two advanced materials were utilized for the development and design of the proposed composite roof system: (1) Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC); and (2) High Strength Steel (HSS).

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) has been used in highway bridge construction in the United States since 2006. Glass-fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP), carbon-fiber–reinforced plastic (CFRP) and high strength steel (HSS) bars were utilized with UHPC in bridge decks (Perry and Seibert 2008; Ghasemi et al. 2015 and 2016; Saleem et al. 2011; Xia et al. 2011) however, Ghasemi et al. (2015) concluded that HSS provides noticeable higher strength as opposed to CFRP.

2.3.1 Slim Design Using UHPC and HSS

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a new class of concrete that exhibits remarkable mechanical and durability properties, as compared to the conventional concrete. It is an advanced fiber-reinforced concrete composed of “portland cement, silica fume, quartz flour, fine silica sand, high-range water reducer, water, and steel or organic fibers” (Perry & Seibert 2008). The constituent components lead to improvements in: (1) mechanical performances; (2) homogeneity; and (3) ductility (Richard and Cheyrezy 1995) as described next.
For mechanical performance, UHPC offers two exceptional characteristics: (1) high compressive strength, and; (2) high tensile strength, compared to conventional concrete. It has a compressive strength of 20 ksi and greater, which is four to eight times greater than that of conventional concrete, and high tensile-cracking strength of 0.9 to 1.3 ksi (Graybeal 2006, 2014) – as opposed to 0.3 to 0.7 ksi for normal concrete. Both pre- and post-cracking strength of UHPC are noticeably greater than the conventional concrete (Graybeal 2006). These two significant improvements -- especially tensile strength -- considerably enhance the design of flexural elements made of UHPC (Baqersad et al. 2017). Unlike the approach utilized in the design of traditional reinforced concrete -- that neglects the tensile strength of conventional concrete -- tensile strength of UHPC should be considered in the design process. Tensile strength greatly affects the design and reduces the required section size. Therefore, UHPC’s high compressive and tensile strength result in superior flexural strength in a small section size.

Fibers act as the most important constituent component in the UHPC mix. Fiber content enhances the mechanical properties of UHPC especially tensile strength as well as its ductility. High tensile strength of UHPC comes from the fibers content. Fibers act similar to reinforcing steel in conventional reinforced concrete, but on the micro level (Perry 2003, Harris and Roberts-Wollmann 2005). Fibers are distributed all over the mix and provide consistency of tensile strength. The high tensile capacity results in much less need for flexural and shear reinforcement. Additionally, high tensile strength significantly increases the shear strength of UHPC as well, which in turn substantially lower or eliminate the need for shear reinforcement (Baqersad et al. 2017). As a result, fiber content greatly
promotes the tensile and shear strength and potentially eliminates or reduce the need for reinforcements.

In addition, fibers postpone the formation of micro-cracks, as well as control the crack widths and spacing. This tendency results in increased stiffness of structural elements at service loads. The high service stiffness consequently diminishes service deflection. The high stiffness of UHPC allows engineers to design shallower sections with minimal service deflection that still meet the serviceability limit state requirements specified by the FBC.

Also, fiber content results in a non-brittle ductile material at ultimate capacity (AFGC 2002), which is the result of a fiber pull out mechanism at high loads. The gradual and controlled cracks reduce the “risk of sudden failure” (Richard and Cheyrezy 1995). Ductile behavior of UHPC at ultimate loads provides higher safety to the building users by showing large deflection before failure.

Fine aggregate instead of coarse aggregate combined with optimized granular mixture results in a homogenous, compact, dense superior low porosity cementitious matrix. UHPC’s superior low porosity protects steel reinforcing bars from corrosion. Corrosion is one of the major problematic issue affecting most conventional roofs. UHPC provides the proposed roof system a significant high resistance to corrosive environments, much longer life span and subsequently lower maintenance costs. Moreover, in the absence of coarse aggregate, it is practically feasible to construct thin-walled elements using UHPC. Given that little or no reinforcing bars are needed, small size reinforcements can fit in the thin-walled sections.

Additionally, the UHPC’s long-term durability makes it an ideal material for severe environmental conditions. The long-term durability expands the longevity of the system,
as opposed to the conventional concrete, and consequently leads to lower maintenance and life cycle service cost.

Overall, the need for less or no passive reinforcing, high strength – such as flexural, tensile and shear strength– sustained post-cracking tensile strength, fine aggregate, long-term durability, super low porosity, and high ductility, all are beneficial to the design and performance of the proposed UHPC roof system. In conclusion, UHPC is an ideal material that offers noteworthy flexibility to develop novel structural shapes and elements, and eradicates deficiencies with conventional reinforced concrete. All these exceptional features and mechanical properties are paramount to the design of the new UHPC roof, which in turn makes it feasible to effectively develop high-strength lightweight thin-walled low-profile roof system, with little or no ordinary reinforcement. All these features resulted in an environmentally sustainable design.

In this study, Ductal JS1000, a commercially available UHPC product of Lafarge North America, was used to build the experimental specimens. Ductal JS1000 resists external aggressions such as abrasion, pollution, weathering with a longevity of 2 to 3 times the conventional concrete, according to the manufacturer. Table 2-5 lists the proportion of constituent materials, and Table 2-6 presents the mechanical properties provided by the manufacturer.

As reinforcing bars, high strength steel (HSS) enhances UHPC with its remarkable characteristics. In this study, high strength steel -- ChromaX 9100 -- product of MMFX Steel Corporation was implemented as primary reinforcing bars. ChromaX 9100 concrete reinforcing steel has a yield strength of 100 kips, significantly greater than Grade 60 mild steel, and yield strain of 0.4% (see Fig. 2-3). High yield strength is a great benefit for the
design and development of thin-walled structural shapes, given the limited space for reinforcing bars in thin-walled. Additional to the strength, ChromaX 9100 reinforcement bar provides five times more corrosion resistance than the conventional steel, according to the manufacturer. This makes it a perfect reinforcing bar for high corrosive environments and extends service life of structures beyond a century with a significant lower life cycle cost.

Table 2-5 UHPC Proportion of Constituent of Materials*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent Materials</th>
<th>Percentage by Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Fibers</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Quartz</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Fume</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Sand</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Reducing Admixture</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: http://www.lafarge-na.com

Table 2-6 Mechanical Properties of Ductal JS1000 UHPC*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>156 lb/ft³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive Strength</td>
<td>22 to 26 ksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength</td>
<td>1.2 ksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural Strength</td>
<td>4.4 to 5.8 ksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity</td>
<td>7250 ksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage</td>
<td>&lt;0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creep Factor</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Expansion Coefficient</td>
<td>1.18 x 10⁻⁵/°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: http://www.lafarge-na.com
The exceptional mechanical properties and durability of UHPC and HSS, as stated earlier, make this material combination ideal for the current study. This combination resolves all the basic weaknesses of reinforced concrete, and brings a new solution to the roofing industry. In this study, the effort was made to effectively utilize superior mechanical and durability properties of both materials, UHPC and HSS, to develop an innovative durable lightweight thin-walled low-profile wind-resistant composite roof deck as a new practice for new constructions as well as a replacement of existing roofs.

2.4 System Design

The crucial step of development was to determine the appropriate shape of the roof unit, then size the shape to resist both positive and negative bending effectively.
2.4.1 Section Shape

Mintz et al. (2015 & 2016) proposed a corrugated concrete roof primarily for residential buildings. Their proposed “Super-Tile” system mimicked the shape of aesthetically pleasing barrel-type tile roofs, prevalent in sloped gable- or hip-roof residential buildings in the South. This study expands the same idea to industrial, commercial or multi-story residential buildings, but with flat roof system.

Figure 2-4 introduces the cross-sectional shapes considered initially in this study, based on the concept of “Super-Tile” roof system (Mintz et al. 2015 & 2016). Total of four roof unit shapes, shown in Figure 2-4, were investigated for feasibility. Among those, the first one was considered the most appropriate case for the current study based on two criteria: strength and weight. It is flat on top; light in weight by eliminating less effective material in the center; and strong by focusing on top and bottom of the section to maximize the section properties. Figure 2-5 shows the modified shape considered for the development of the new roof system in this study.
Figure 2-4 The cross-sectional shapes initially considered for the development of the new roof system
The structural strength can be maximized while the self-weight is minimized. Excess material in the center of the cross section is eliminated -- where UHPC has the least contribution to the section’s strength – to result in a lightweight profile. By focusing on top and bottom of the section -- where high stresses occur-- trapezoidal shape can offer higher area moment of inertia. This structural shape also provides flexibility in sizing, in which the top and bottom flange can be proportioned appropriately to handle any magnitude of positive and negative loading effectively. The trapezoidal section should resist negative loading about 1.5 times of the positive loading-- estimated based on the design loads of 77.23 and 116.25 lb/ft², determined previously. In the case of negative loading (upward pressure), top flange acts in tension. Thus, the wide top flange reinforced with HSS bars can provide the section with higher tensile strength needed for high negative loading pressure. Whereas, with the consideration of lower demand capacity in positive loading, the narrow bottom flange with a single HSS bar can provide the required tensile strength.

The wide top flange also acts as roof deck as needed for the flat roof, as well as providing room for more reinforcing bars required in high upward loading. The two webs support the wide-strong top flange for high loading amounts. Also, the proposed cross-sectional shape has efficient load distribution in transverse direction. The groove in the
bottom flange provides room for reinforcing bars, and chamfers at the sharp corners increases load-bearing by preventing stress concentration.

As result, the appropriate proportion of flanges’ width and thickness can create a cross section with the most optimized section properties that are effectively functional in handling both loading conditions; while it is still light in weight, and needs minimal material (e.g. UHPC) for construction. The proposed structural shape is flexible in sizing to accommodate different loading magnitudes other than those considered in this study.

2.4.2 Roof Geometry

Figure 2-6 illustrates the 3D schematic of the proposed new roof system. It is determined by a series of trapezoidal thin-walled sections with a trapezoidal hollow inner section, termed as box-cells in this study, manufactured in a monolithic deck with the desired number of box-cell units. It is also featured with full-depth I-section transverse ribs at intermediate locations, as needed, to distribute the imposed loads uniformly on the entire roof panel. The ribs do not run through the box-cells, leaving hollow channels to accommodate electrical, plumbing, and mechanical systems – a useful feature to improve constructability of commercial and industrial buildings.

2.4.3 Slab Action

The proposed roof panel is designed to perform as a one-way slab, spanning roofs in one direction along the shorter length. Figure 2-7 represents the configuration and structural action of the proposed roof panels. As depicted in the figure, the new roof bends and distributes imposed loads in one direction, and only curves perpendicular to the supporting beams or walls, while its deflection profile is constant along the longer span,
L_b. This action results in uni-axial bending moment along the panel’s length. Therefore, based on one-way slab structural performance, roof panels can be considered to act as a series of beams, box-cells, spanning between supporting beams or walls. Based on this concept, box-cell units are engineered according to beam analogy.

Figure 2-6 Isometric views of the proposed roofing system: (a) Top view; (b) Bottom view
2.4.4 Section Properties

As described earlier, the proposed box-cell section was engineered with the purpose of maximizing strength and stiffness and minimizing the weight, while handling both imposed loads – positive and negative - in an optimal way. In order to size the section, a 20-foot long span was selected as the case study. This particular span length was selected because the typical framing in commercial buildings varies between 15 ft. and 30 ft. A single box-cell section was sized appropriately to have adequate strength and stiffness with regard to both pressures -- 77.23 and 116.25 lb/ft² of positive and negative pressure,
respectively. Figure 2-8 illustrates the geometric details of the engineered box-cell section utilized in this study.

The proposed box-cell section is 18 in. wide in top flange, 6 in. wide in bottom flange, with an overall depth of only 4 inches. It is a thin-walled section with only ¾ of inches-thick webs and flanges. This is the minimum thickness in order to avoid punching shear failure, according to the recommendation by Harris and Roberts-Wollman (2005). Also, it is almost the thinnest constructible structural thickness that can be built using UHPC. The ¾-inch.thickness can also retain constructability, as is discussed in the next chapter. The proposed box-cell section is reinforced with only three No. 3 HSS bars – the smallest standard size rebar in the market. It is reinforced with one rebar in the bottom flange and two at the crossing of top flange and webs. The bottom flange is only ¾ in. deep, and the No. 3 reinforcing bar is slightly larger than 3/8 in. in diameter including deformations, which occupies half of the thickness. The groove in the bottom flange can accommodate larger rebar sizes in case the given section is used for different loading demands than those considered in this study. Also, the high tensile and shear strength of UHPC led to total elimination of shear reinforcement and stirrups.

As a result, the combination of two advanced materials – UHPC and HSS – enhanced with an efficient structural shape – box-cell – resulted in a section that is:

(a) lightweight (only 17 lb/ft²),

(b) low-profile with only 4 inches depth,

(c) ultra-thin-walled with only ¾-inch thick walls,

(d) without transverse reinforcement or shear stirrups.
All these listed features are significant improvements compared to the same capacity conventional reinforced concrete section. Chapter 6 specifically discusses the advantages of these improvements in more details.

Figure 2-8 Geometric details of the engineered box-cell section
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO ASSESS THE ULTIMATE LIMIT STATES
OF THE NEW ROOF SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction

This chapter specifically outlines the experimental evaluation of the flexural and shear strength of the proposed wind-resistant engineered flat-roof system at ultimate limit state (ULS).

3.2 Flexural Strength

3.2.1 Experimental Work

The test matrix included two groups of specimens tested in two consecutive phases: Group 1 were single box-cell specimens tested as roof components (see Figure 3-1), whereas Group 2 were multi-cell specimens made of three monolithically cast box-cells forming a representative roof panel (see Figure 3-2). For each group two identical specimens were tested in four-point bending. One was tested in positive bending to represent Load Combination 1 (see Table 3-1), consisting of live and dead loads along with net downward wind pressure. The other one was tested in negative bending to represent Load Combination 2, consisting of net uplift wind pressure and dead loads.
Table 3-1 Design Loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Loads</th>
<th>Magnitude (lb/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Live load(^a)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superimposed dead load(^b)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead weight of the proposed roof system</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive wind pressure(^c)</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative wind pressure(^c)</td>
<td>136.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factored load combinations**

- Load Combination 1: 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5W\(^d\) = 77.2
- Load Combination 2: 0.9D + 1.0W\(^e\) = 116.3

\(^a\) According to the Florida Building Code, Table 1607.1;
\(^b\) Typical superimposed dead load due to roof finishes;
\(^c\) Calculated based on ASCE-7 for a flat roof building with a mean roof height of 50 ft.;
\(^d\) Load combination from the Florida Building Code, Equation (16-3);
\(^e\) Load combination from the Florida Building Code, Equation (16-6).

---

Figure 3-1 Schematic of Single-cell Specimen: (a) Plane view; (b) Side view; (c) Cross-section
Table 3-2 summarizes test specimens in the two groups. All specimens were 114 in. long due to laboratory constraints. The single-cell specimens in Group 1 were 18 in. wide and 4 in. deep with ¾ in. thick webs and flanges, see Figure 3-1. Specimens were
reinforced using three Grade 100 HSS No. 3 bars, with one bar placed in the bottom flange and the other two in the top flange. The multi-cell specimens of Group 2 were 54 in. wide with an aspect ratio of 2:1, and two transverse ribs at the quarter points along the span, as shown in Figure 3-2. Specimen names represent the specimen type (SC and MC for single-cell and multi-cell, respectively), followed by the loading configuration (P and N for positive and negative bending, respectively).

Specimens were prepared with Ductal®, a commercially available UHPC product, made by Lafarge North America. It is composed of a premix powder (cement, silica fume, ground quartz and sand), water, superplasticizer, and metallic fibers. The fibers represented 2% of the mix by volume, and were \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. in length, with a nominal diameter of 0.01 in., and a tensile strength of 406 ksi.

As previously stated, ChrōmX 9100 No. 3 HSS bars of MMFX® Steel Corp. were used as primary reinforcement. The bars had a yield strength of 100 ksi and a corresponding yield strain of 0.4%. The reinforcement is specified as ASTM A1035 CS, combining high strength properties with high corrosion resistance. It also offers tensile strength to yield ratios of over 1.25, which is a noteworthy improvement in the area of ductility in comparison to other high-strength steel bars. Table 3-3 lists the physical properties of ChrōmX 9100 reinforcing bars, as provided by the manufacturer.
Table 3-2 Test Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Group 1 (Single-cell)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Multi-cell)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P</td>
<td>SC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Depth (in.)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rib Spacing (ft)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHPC Compressive Strength*</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexural Reinforcement</td>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>No. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rib</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Table 3-4 for the breakdowns

Table 3-3 Material Properties of ChrōmX 9100 Reinforcing Bar*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bar No.</th>
<th>Diameter (in.)</th>
<th>Area (in²)</th>
<th>Weight (lb/ft)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (ksi)</th>
<th>Yield Strength (0.2% offset), (ksi)</th>
<th>Min. Elongation for 8 in., (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: hht://www.mmfx.com

3.2.3 Specimens Fabrication

Testing specimens were cast in formwork made of Styrofoam. In practice, the trapezoidal hollow inner core was provided by suspending a floating foam core in the center of the base platform of Styrofoam, creating a void when removed after UHPC has set. In the fabrication of single-cell specimens, the foam core was suspended by threaded rods attached to an aluminum square tube embedded in the foam core, as shown in Figure 3-3. The threaded rods allowed the foam core to be precisely adjusted, while restraining it from the dynamic forces of pouring concrete. The fabrication of the multi-cell specimens was done using threaded rods tied down to the wooden base as shown in Figure 3-4. Placement was critical as webs and flanges were only ¾ in. deep. Any minute movement of the core
could have resulted in a diminished cross sectional area of a web or flange and/or exposed longitudinal reinforcing steel.

Figure 3-3 Formwork made of Styrofoam for single-cell specimens

Figure 3-4 Formwork made of Styrofoam for Multi-cell panel specimens
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the casting process for single-cell and multi-cell specimens, respectively. Specimens were cast and fabricated as single monolithic units, as shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8. The first UHPC mixing aimed for SC-P specimen for which it was elected to mix enough concrete in one load. The mixer was not powerful enough for purposes of mixing UHPC in some instances, due to its mechanical trouble turning the dense mix. The cementitious constituent and fine aggregates as well as steel fibers appear to have exerted undue strain on the equipment. Additionally, due to the high ambient temperature some water content was lost to evaporation. It was unclear exactly how much water was lost, consequently sufficient amount of water, totally three pound additional, was added to compensate for the evaporated H$_2$O. Later, a proper mixer was employed for SC-N and multi-cell panel specimens to avoid the earlier issue. Multi-cell panel specimens were cast using four UHPC batches. UHPC paste was poured into the molds from one end flow freely to the other end to let uniform fibers distribution align with specimens’ length. Fibers direction influences flexural behavior. The mixtures had great workability and self-consolidating characteristics to flow through the ¾ in. ultra-thin webs and flanges. Therefore, no screed and internal or external vibration were implemented.

All specimens were cured and stored in a temperature controlled room with an average temperature of 68°F and covered with plastic sheets for 14 days to avoid moisture content evaporation. This was done to ensure adequate strength, although UHPC demonstrates high compressive strengths irrespective of the curing treatment applied (Graybeal 2006). During the initial 28-day curing, it was apparent that some mild flaws had developed in the first single-cell specimen, SC-P. There were periodic lateral hairline
cracks spanning the width of the top flange (See Fig. 3-9). The cracks were attributed to shrinkage, due to added water in the mix. However, the cracks had no effect on flexural capacity, since the specimen was tested in positive bending configuration, in which the top flange was in compression and the cracks remained tight during the test. No sign of shrinkage cracks were found on the other testing specimens.

During the casting, 3 x 6 in. cylinder samples were cast from each batch of UHPC, as it was poured into forms—acceptable cylinder size for compressive strength measurement according to Graybeal and Davis (2008). Cylinders from the first batch were ground for testing, slightly exposing the inner concrete. There were small unreacted clumps of Portland cement in the hardened concrete matrix, as shown in Figure 3-10. These were a result of a lack of experienced construction personnel and selection of improper mixing equipment, as previously discussed. That issue was avoided by selecting a larger and more powerful mixer for other specimens to ensure adequate dry premixing of the Portland cement, as was required by the proprietary mix design and procedure. Compression cylinders were tested at 28 day strengths. Loads were measured continuously until the specimens failed. The maximum values for each cylinder are shown in Table 3-4 along with the respective average 28-day compressive strength of each testing specimen.

One of the inherent characteristics of UHPC is an immaculate form-side finish. The top side of the specimens occasionally was dotted with air bubbles which had risen to the surface. Also, an occasional steel fiber protruded through the top of the slab. For economical production and to ensure the integrity of waterproofing membranes, it is recommended that commercially produced units be poured upside down. In this fashion, the top, roofed surface will retain a smooth, form-side finish. Additionally, cost savings by
eliminating probable grinding will be gained as the bottom side is normally covered by interior ceiling finishes. More importantly, additional structural strength will be gained, because the fibers segregate in the top flange due to gravity, where high tensile strength is needed to resist high uplift wind pressure.

Figure 3-5 Single-cell specimens preparation
Figure 3-6 Multi-cell specimens preparation
Figure 3-7 Single-cell specimens: (a) SC-P; (b) SC-N

Figure 3-8 Multi-cell panel specimens: (a) MC-P; (b) MC-N
Figure 3-9 Lateral shrinkage cracks on the top flange of SC-P specimen due to the high w/c ratio in the UHPC mix.

Figure 3-10 Minute unreacted clumps of Portland cement in the hardened UHPC matrix of SC-P specimen, due to the lack of experienced construction personnel and selection of improper mixing equipment.
Table 3-4 Compression Testing Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Batch Number</th>
<th>Compression Cylinder Number</th>
<th>Load (kips)</th>
<th>Peak Strength (ksi)</th>
<th>Average 28-day Compressive Strength (ksi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC-P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>141.50</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>142.60</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>143.50</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>163.90</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>148.70</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>149.40</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133.60</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>135.80</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>132.70</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>131.80</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130.90</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>129.00</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>139.30</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>127.00</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>122.30</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Test Setup and Instrumentation

Figure 3-11 (a and b) shows the test setup with SC-P and SC-N specimens resting on two supporting steel beams with 3-in. wide neoprene pads for a clear span of 108 in. The specimens were subjected to two equal loads applied concurrently at 15 in. from the mid-span using a spreader beam over two 6 x 18 in. steel plates resting on neoprene pads, see Figure 3-12. A similar arrangement was used for Group 2 specimens as shown in Figures 3-11 (c, d, e, and f) and 3-13, however, with loading applied only on the middle box-cell to evaluate the effectiveness of transverse ribs and the contribution of adjacent box-cell components to the panel action. Single-cell specimens were loaded using a 235-kip hydraulic actuator in displacement control with an average rate of 0.03 in./min. Multi-cell specimens were loaded using a single 60 kips hydraulic jack controlled by a single manual hydraulic pump in a test frame shown in Figure 3-14. The load was measured using...
four 2-kip load cells for single-cell specimens, and one 50-kip load cell for multi-cell specimens.

All specimens were equipped with three types of sensors: (1) string potentiometers to acquire deformation; (2) strain gauges on reinforcing bars, and (3) strain gauges on UHPC surface. The HSS bars were instrumented using 0.2 in. long strain gauges, designed for measurement of large strains up to 15%. As shown in Figure 3-12, Bars 1 and 2 in Group 1 specimens were instrumented with two gauges at their mid- and quarter-span lengths. Bars 1 through 4 in Group 2 specimens were instrumented with only one gauge at their mid-span (see Figure 3-13). Similarly, the tension face of UHPC specimens were instrumented using 1.2 in. long gauges with a strain limit of 2%. The UHPC surface in Group 1 specimens was instrumented at two locations: mid- and quarter-span, whereas Group 2 specimens were instrumented at four locations: mid-span of each box-cell as well as mid-span of the transverse rib; at each location, two strain gauges were attached to improve reliability. Furthermore, 12 in. long string potentiometers were installed to monitor deflections, at three locations for single-cell specimens (mid- and quarter-spans), and six locations for multi-cell specimens (mid-span of each box-cell and quarter-spans of center box-cell and one of the two exterior box-cells). A data acquisition system was used with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. Loading was stopped after capturing, on average, 15% drop after the peak load.
Figure 3-11 Flexure test setup: (a) Specimen SC-P; (b) Specimen SC-N; (c and d) Specimen MC-P; (e and f) Specimen MC-N
Figure 3-12 Test setup and instrumentation details of Single-cell specimens: (a) Side view; (b) Specimen SC-P; (c) Specimen SC-N
Figure 3-13 Test setup and instrumentation details of Multi-cell specimens: (a) Side view; (b) Specimen MC-P; (c) Specimen MC-N
3.2.5 Test Results and Discussions

Table 3-5 summarizes test results for the two groups of specimens. Figure 3-15 shows the crack patterns and failure modes of the specimens. Flexural cracks in single-cell specimens appeared initially at mid-span around 75% of the peak load in positive bending and 62% in negative bending. While developing secondary cracks between the loading plates, the main cracks propagated through the web and eventually reached the flange at the peak load. Similarly, flexural cracks in multi-cell specimens developed at the mid-span and propagated along the width until all three box-cells were fully cracked. Multi-cell specimens were more resilient to cracking as compared to single-cell specimens, as their first crack appeared at around 80% and 87% of their peak loads under positive and negative
Bending, respectively. Due primarily to the fiber pullout mechanism of UHPC, failure in both groups of specimens was not sudden or abrupt, but rather ductile. Multi-cell specimens showed a higher ductility, as expected. Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, no shear crack was observed in any specimen due to the high shear span to depth ratio of over 10:1.

Table 3-5 Summary of Flexural Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Group 1 (Single-cell)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Multi-cell)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SC-P</td>
<td>SC-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield Load* (kips)</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure Load (kips)</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductility Ratio</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-span Deflection (in.)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Moment (kip-ft)</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment Capacity (kip-ft)</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Moment Capacity*** (kip-ft)</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>9.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity/Demand Ratio</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At 0.4% strain;
**Average value;
***Calculated based on the strength reduction factor of 0.9 from ACI 318 (2008).
Figures 3-15 and 3-17 show the load-deflection responses of single-cell and multi-cell specimens, respectively, at their mid- and quarter-span locations. The upper half of each graph represents positive bending; while the lower half shows negative bending. SC-P under positive pressure failed at a high load of 4.35 kips and a maximum deflection of
1.27 in. at mid-span; whereas under negative pressure, it deformed 3.67 in. at peak load of 6.48 kips. Multi-cell specimens failed at 15.2 kips and 20.9 kips loads in positive and negative bending, respectively, with deflections of 4.94 in. and 3.89 in., respectively. A symmetric response is noted along the span, as evident from the quarter-spans response curves. Test results also show almost an identical response for multi-cell specimens under both bending configurations for all three box-cell components. Again, response curves are clearly ductile.

Figures 3-18 and 3-19 shows load-strain responses of HSS bars in single-cell and multi-cell specimens, respectively. In all cases, HSS bars at mid-span had clearly yielded, and the responses were ductile. This point is further reinforced by the sizeable ductility ratios noted in Table 3-5. The maximum strain in HSS bars was 3.2% for single-cell specimens in negative bending, and 3.4% for multi-cell specimens in positive bending. However, in both cases, the maximum strains were still considerably lower than the rupture strain of 4%. In the case of Specimen SC-P, all but one mid-span strain gauge failed before reaching the peak load, as marked by solid end caps in Figure 3-18.
Figure 3-16 Load-Deflection responses at mid- and quarter-span of Single-cell Specimens

Figure 3-17 Load-Deflection responses at mid- and quarter-span of Multi-cell Specimens
Figure 3-18 Load-Strain responses of HSS reinforcement of Single-cell specimens

Figure 3-19 Load-Strain responses of HSS reinforcement of Multi-cell specimens
Figure 3-20 shows the load-strain responses of UHPC on the tension surface of single-cell specimens at mid- and quarter-spans. A bilinear response is noted in both bending configurations with an early cracking at about 0.05% strain and a strong post-cracking response up to the maximum tensile strain of 0.7% at mid-span, as expected from UHPC. Unfortunately, strain gauges in multi-cell specimens did not record data, except for the one on the transverse rib, which showed very low strains, implying a strong panel action and lack of any lateral bending.

![Figure 3-20 Load-Tensile strain responses of UHPC in Single-cell specimens](image)

### 3.2.6 Panel Action

The deflection and strain responses of multi-cell specimens discussed earlier in Figures 3-17 and 3-19 clearly indicate that all three box-cells participated equally in carrying the loads even though applied only on the central box-cell. This suggests a distribution factor of 0.33, based on either deflections or strains in the adjacent box-cells.
relative to those in the central box-cell. This is further confirmed by the ratio of the failure loads in single-cell and multi-cell specimens, which amounts to 0.29 in positive bending and 0.31 in negative bending. Additional confirmation stems from the very low strains on the UHPC surface of transverse ribs in tension, as noted earlier, and despite the fact that the ribs do not go through the box cells. As a result, the equal distribution factor of 0.33 confirms the strong panel action that exists in multi-cell specimens.

Given that multi-cell specimens consisted of three box-cell components; it was expected that multi-cell specimens would reach a high range of an ultimate load of three times the capacity of the individual single-cell specimens -- by the assumption of uniform load distribution (equal load distribution factor). As a result, the failure loads for multi-cell specimens were 16.5% and 7.5% higher than triple the failure loads of corresponding single-cell specimen in positive and negative bending, respectively, although their average 28-day compressive strength was slightly less than single-cell specimens. Moreover, multi-cell specimens showed a considerably higher ductility relative to single-cell specimens. Therefore, one may conclude the effectiveness of transverse ribs, as they help integrate the box-cells and distribute the imposed loads uniformly across the width of the specimen. This is despite the facts that (1) no transverse reinforcement was used in the design, and (2) transverse ribs did not cross the hollow box-cell components.

3.2.7 Flexural Strength

Although laboratory constraints limited the lengths of test specimens to 9 ft, flexural strengths of multi-cell specimens compare favorably with demand loads for the 20-ft target span in both positive and negative bending configurations, even with the
conservative assumption of simply supported panels (Sayyafi et al. 2017; Sayyafi 2016). Table 3-5 lists the expected demand moments, as compared to moment capacities from the experiments and the reduced moment capacities based on the strength reduction factors of ACI 318 (2008). The capacity/demand ratios are quite close in the two bending configurations, implying that the section is optimal in its design for positive and negative bending. In addition, multi-cell specimens exhibited higher capacity/demand, in part due to their transverse ribs. Figure 3-21 shows the moment-deflection responses of multi-cell specimens along with the ultimate demand moments for the 20-ft span. It is clear that the proposed roof system successfully meets the demand loads in both positive and negative bending configurations.

Figure 3-21 Moment-Deflection responses at mid-span of Multi-cell specimens
3.3 Shear Strength

3.3.1 Experimental Work

In order to investigate the shear strength, one shear sample was prepared and tested. Figure 3-23 and 3-24 illustrate the geometric details of the sample. It is a short-length single-cell specimen (24 in.) tested under three-point loading. It was tested wide-flange down, due to the fact that flexural test demonstrated that the section carried more load in negative loading. The tests measured the shear strength and deflection. The specimen named “SC-S” in which “SC” stands for Single-cell and “S” stands for shear.

Figure 3-22 Geometric details of shear specimen (SC-S)
3.3.2 Test Setup and Instrumentation

Figure 3-24 shows the test setup with the shear specimen SC-S resting on two supporting concrete blocks with 3-in. wide neoprene pads for a clear span of 18 in., a span-to-depth ratio of 4.5:1. The specimen was subjected to a load applied at the mid-span using a 4-in. wide steel plate resting on neoprene pad, see Figure 3-25. The specimen was loaded using a single 30-kip hydraulic jack controlled by a single manual hydraulic pump in a test frame shown in Figure 3-25. The load was measured using 50-kip load cell. Mid-span deflection was measured using a string potentiometer, recorded by a data acquisition system. The test ended when sample dropped 10% of maximum load. Figure 3-25 shows specimens under the testing load.
3.3.3 Test Results and Discussions

Figure 3-26 shows the crack patterns and failure modes of the specimen. Shear cracks appeared initially around 60% of the peak load. Due primarily to the fiber pullout mechanism of UHPC, failure was not sudden or abrupt, but rather ductile. Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, the thin-walled box-cell demonstrated significant shear resistant. However, no significant visible shear crack was observed, attributed to the high shear strength of UHPC due to the steel fibers. Table 3-6 summarizes test results for the shear
specimen. Figure 3-27 shows the load-deflection responses of SC-S specimen at its mid-span. Specimen failed at a high load of 15.6 kips and a maximum deflection of 0.43 in. at mid-span. Response curve clearly shows a ductile behavior.

Table 3-6 Summary of Shear Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>SC-S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure Load (kips)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Deflection (in.)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Capacity (kips)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Shear Capacity* (kips)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Shear** (kips)</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity/Demand Ratio</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reduced by application of a strength reduction factor of 0.75 for shear; as specified by the ACI Code (ACI 318), for design purposes.

**Calculated based on the design load of 116.3 lb/ft² (upward pressure resulting from Load Combination 3, see Table 2-4) on the 20-ft. roof span, multiplied by 2 according to the ACI code (ACI 318, section 11.5.5) for shear design of reinforced concrete with no shear reinforcements provided.

Specimens failed at 15.6 kips loading, demonstrating 7.8 kips shear strength – half of the failure load. A reduction factor of 0.75 was applied – as specified by the ACI Code (ACI 318) – for designing purpose, which reduces the shear strength to 5.9 kips. The demand shear strength of 3.48 kips was calculated based on the design load of 116.3 lb/ft² (upward pressure resulting from Load Combination 3, see Table 2-4) on the 20-ft. roof span, multiplied by number two -- according to the ACI code (ACI 318, section 11.5.5) for shear design of reinforced concrete with no shear reinforcements provided. As a result, test specimen exhibited reduced shear strength of 5.9 kips significantly exceeding the demand strength of 3.48 kips, with capacity/demand ratio of 1.7.

The shear strength of 7.8 kips was only attributed to the UHPC, due to the fact that no shear reinforcement was provided. Shear specimen demonstrated a clearly ductile
behavior, due primarily to the steel fibers acting as reinforcement in UHPC at micro level. One may conclude that the ACI approach for designing reinforced concrete with no shear reinforcement needs more investigation for UHPC application. Steel fibers act as reinforcements – flexural and shear -- in UHPC, therefore, safety factor of 2 for not-shear-reinforced UHPCs is very conservative. This approach may be true for conventional concrete that show abrupt and sudden shear failure, but not applicable for UHPC. However, shear test demonstrated that the proposed thin-walled UHPC section offers high shear resistance, exceeding the demand shear capacity even calculated with the current ACI criterion.

As a result, shear test results demonstrated that the proposed thin-walled box-cell section offers high shear strength with shear capacity demand ratio of 1.7, despite the lack of shear reinforcements. This resistance is only attributed to the thin-walled UHPC with no shear reinforcement provided. Therefore, it is concluded that the thin-walled section utilized successfully withstands shear forces at 20-foot span with no shear reinforcing bars or stirrups required.

Figure 3-26 Shear test mode of failure and crack patterns, specimen SC-S
3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the ultimate strength of the proposed roof system – including flexural and shear strength -- was investigated through the experimental work on laboratory specimens. Experimental results clearly demonstrated that the proposed roof system successfully meets the demand strengths and can withstand wind pressures for up to 209 mph wind velocity and up to a target span of 6.1 m (20 ft) with a span-to-depth ratio of 60:1. The following conclusions may be drawn from this study:

- Flexural specimens showed a ductile flexural behavior with HSS bars yielding at mid-span.
- Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, no shear crack was observed in any flexural tests.
• Multi-cell specimens showed an improved flexural performance in terms of both cracking and ductility over single-cell specimens, in part due to the presence of transverse ribs.

• A strong panel action was noted in multi-cell specimens with a distribution factor of 0.33.

• The proposed section showed optimal performance, as evident from its similar capacity/demand ratio in positive and negative bending.

• Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, shear specimen demonstrated high shear capacity for the proposed thin-walled box-cell section with a demand/capacity ratio of 1.7.

• Due primarily to the steel fiber pullout mechanism of UHPC, shear failure was not sudden or abrupt, but rather ductile.
CHAPTER 4

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING VALIDATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE
SERVICE LIMIT STATE OF THE NEW ROOF SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

Experimental program on the short-length laboratory specimens (9-ft.) demonstrated that the given roof profile successfully met the ultimate flexure and shear strength for a 20-ft. wide span. However, the Florida Building Code (2010) requires roof to have adequate stiffness to not exceed deflection reported in Table 2-1 under service loads, as well as having adequate resistant against a 300-lb. point load on a 2.5 x 2.5 ft. square area at mid-span. In order to assess the deflection of the full-length design span (20 ft.) using test results from shorter laboratory specimens (9 ft.), a non-linear deflection prediction method was needed to estimate deflection of the 20-foot span at service load. In this regard, finite element analyses -- using general purpose finite element analysis package software Abaqus -- was employed as the non-linear prediction method to evaluate the service deflection of the full-length design span. For this purpose, finite element (FE) models of laboratory specimens (9 ft. span length) were developed, calibrated and verified with testing results from the previous chapter. Calibrated models were then used to develop the 20-foot long models to predict and evaluate the service deflection requirements.

4.2 Finite Element Modeling Verification

This chapter includes the finite element analysis of simply supported experimental specimens (SC-P, SC-N, MC-P and MC-N) as well as the 20-ft multi-cell panel. The
geometric details and boundary conditions are accurately identical to the laboratory specimens, with the aim of providing identical comparison between the laboratory results and numerical models. Abaqus finite element software package was utilized to develop the three dimensional, static modeling of the experimental specimens.

4.2.1 Boundary Conditions

Figure 4-1 illustrates the geometry and boundary conditions of the finite element models of laboratory specimens. One end was pinned in all three directions using the nodal restrictions of bottom edge line in order to provide the hinge bearing; while the other end was restricted in the vertical and transverse directions to simulate the roller bearing. This arrangement allowed specimens to deform longitudinally, while preventing the models from bodily movement in transverse direction. Two vertical surface pressures were applied to simulate the experimental applied load of four-point bending tests, via 6 x 18 in. surfaces, 12 in. offset from mid-span. But only the middle box-cell component of multi-cell models were loaded, identical to the experimental test setup, see Figures 3-12 and 3-14.

4.2.2 Element Types

The UHPC was modeled using enhanced and reduced integration 8-node linear 3D element C3D8R, with enabled element deletion option in order to eliminate failed elements from the stiffness matrix for additional precision. 2-node two-dimensional truss element type T3D2 was utilized to model the HSS reinforcements, merged to the UHPC elements via a hard surface-to-surface contact interaction. Figure 4-2 depicts the mesh density utilized for all models.
4.2.3 Material Property

Figure 4-3 shows the stress-strain relationship of reinforcing steel HSS ChromaX 9100 (Grade 100) utilized in finite element modeling, as well as the manufacturer data. The Young’s modulus was defined as 28,324.5 ksi with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. UHPC material property was modeled with Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model, the model that represent the inelastic behavior of concrete. The Young’s modulus was taken 8,000 ksi with Poisson’s ratio of 0.18. (Graybeal, 2006). The ultimate compressive strength was taken from the 3-by-6-in. cylinders prepared during the specimens’ fabrication and tested in 28 days. The CDP plasticity parameters specified in Table 4-1 were consistent through all the FE models. Tensile strength of UHPC plays essential role on the flexural responses of roof specimen. It is defined by two parameters: ultimate tensile strength and ultimate plastic strain, which determine tensile failure due to the fiber pullout mechanism at major crack locations.
Figure 4-1 Finite Element model of laboratory specimens; (a) SC-P; (b) SC-N; (c) MC-P; (d) MC-N
Figure 4-2 Mesh density of Finite Element models; (a) SC-P; (b) SC-N; (c) MC-P; (d) MC-N
Figure 4-3 Uniaxial stress-strain responses of HSS ChromaxX 9100 (Grade 100) and equivalent responses used for FE modeling

Table 4-1 UHPC plasticity parameters defined in FE models used for all models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dilation Angle</th>
<th>Eccentricity</th>
<th>Fb0/fc0</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Viscosity Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Finite Element Results

The following results are based on the calibrated FE models of experimental specimens: SC-P, SC-N, MC-P and MC-N. Figures 4-4 through 4-7 depict the stress distribution along the specimens' length on deflected models, compared to the actual testing specimens. As seen in the figures, flexure is the predominant mode of failure, with flexural cracks appeared at the tension side of UHPC, identical to what observed in experimental specimens. Overall, finite element models simulated the flexural behavior of experimental specimens very well.

Figures 4-8 through 4-11 show the flexural responses resulted from FE models compared to the corresponding experimental test results. The Load-Deflection responses
at mid-span clearly demonstrate a good agreement between the experimental and numerical results, in both elastic and plastic zones, with reasonable prediction of failure load and corresponding deflection. Table 4-2 lists the experimental failure load and deflection along with the corresponding numerical values for comparison purpose. As a result, all the FE models of laboratory specimens replicated the behavior shown in the experiments, which validate the calibration, and also can be used as benchmark toward development of full-length models discussed next.

Figure 4-4 Deflected shape and failure mode of specimen SC-P: (a) Stress distribution, top view: (b) Stress distribution, side view (c) Failure mode in experimental test
Figure 4.5 Deflected shape and failure mode of specimen SC-N: (a) Stress distribution, top view; (b) Stress distribution, side view (c) Failure mode in experimental test
Figure 4-6 Stress distribution on the deflected shape and failure mode of specimen MC-P

Figure 4-7 Stress distribution on the deflected shape and failure mode of specimen MC-N
Figure 4-8 Load-Deflection response of SC-P at mid-span

Figure 4-9 Load-Deflection response of SC-N at mid-span
Figure 4-10 Load-Deflection response of MC-P at mid-span of middle unit (C2)

Figure 4-11 Load-Deflection response of MC-N at mid-span of middle unit (C2)
Table 4-2 Summary of Finite Element Analyses and Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Failure load (kips)</th>
<th>Mid-span deflection (in.)</th>
<th>Failure load (kips)</th>
<th>Mid-span deflection (in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC-P</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-N</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-P</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC-N</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Finite Element Modeling of the Full-length Roof Panel

As discussed earlier, the calibrated FE modeling technique was used to develop the full-length roof panel. Figure 4-12 shows the geometry, boundary conditions and imposed loads on the 20-foot multi-cell FE model roof panel. Roof model was featured with transverse ribs at every 54 in. (center to center) along the length, with hinge-roller supports at the ends, subjected to the positive and negative design loads of 77.23 and 116.25 lb/ft², respectively. Figure 4-13 graphically describes the deflection limits required by the Florida Building Code (2010) that has to be checked with the model. This is the schematic of the roof system’s deflection under different loading stages as follows:

1) Deflection due to its own weigh resulting in $D_1$ deflection;

2) Deflection due to its own weight and live load, $D_2$;

3) Deflection due to the live load itself, $D_3$; and

4) Deflection due to wind uplift pressure, $D_4$.

According to the code, $D_2$ is limited to the 1/180 of span length, equivalent to 1.33 inches for the 20-foot span. Also, deflection caused by the live load itself $D_3$ (calculated by subtracting $D_1$ from $D_2$) should not exceed l/240 (1.0 in.). Deflection due to the wind uplift pressure ($D_3$) must be less than 1.0 in. allowable deflection (l/240). Table 4-3 lists
the allowable deflections for roof supporting nonplaster ceiling, and respective finite element results for the 20-foot long model.

4.3.1 Finite Element Results

Figure 4-14 shows all the above-mentioned transitions as a load-deflection response, resulted from FE model. The bending capacity is same as that obtained in experimental program on MC-P and MC-N specimens, with estimated maximum deflection of 21.40 and 16.36 in. at mid-span under peak load of positive and negative pressure, respectively. By examining the model, all the deflection requirements were successfully satisfied. The predicted deflection at mid-span due to the self-weight of the system is 0.28 inches, that increases to 0.99 inches by adding the live load of 20 lb/ft², which resulted deflection less than the permitted limit of 1.33 inches (l/180). Deflection due to the live load itself is 0.63 inches, which is still less than 1.0-inch allowable deflection (l/240). Under wind uplift pressure, roof convexes 0.86 inches upward, which is still less than permitted deformation of 1.0 inches (l/240). It should be noted that wind load is permitted to be taken as 0.42 times the “component and cladding” loads for the purpose of determining deflection limits, according to the Florida Building Code. All the values are summarized in Table 4-3.

The 300-lb concentrated load at mid-span of the 20-ft-span -- due to the workers on the roof during the construction -- induces 1.5 kip-ft. positive moment, which is significantly lower than the ultimate flexural capacity of single-cell and multi-cell specimens, as they are 7.06 and 24.77 kip-ft., respectively. Hence, the proposed system successfully resists the point load, thus fulfilling the requirement. Consequently, the given roof section
The 20-foot multi-cell roof panel successfully meets all the serviceability requirements, deflection controls and concentrated load, for spans up to 20 feet for the given section for roofs supporting non-plaster ceilings.

Figure 4-12 Finite Element model of 20-foot multi-cell roof panel: (a) Side view; (b) Cross section; (c) Top view; (d) Bottom view
D₁, Deflection due to the self-weight,
D₂, Deflection due to the self-weight and live load, must be less than \( l/180 \)*
D₃, Deflection due to the live load itself, must be less than \( l/240 \)*
D₄, Deflection due to the wind uplift pressure, must be less than \( l/240 \)*
*For nonplaster ceilings (see Table 4-3)

Figure 4-13 Deflection states at loading conditions

Figure 4-14 Load-Deflection response of proposed roof panel for 20 ft. span with nonplaster ceiling, resulted from finite element models
Table 4-3 Allowable deflections for roof supporting nonplaster ceiling, and respective finite element results for the 20-foot long model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span length [ft.]</th>
<th>Allowable deflection [in.]</th>
<th>Deflection resulted from FE models [in.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Conclusions

Overall, finite element models simulated the flexural behavior of experimental specimens very well. Experimental tests and finite element analyses confirmed that the proposed roof system has adequate stiffness and strength for roofs supporting nonplaster ceiling up to 20-foot wide span. As a consequence, it can be concluded that the 20-foot-span designed system successfully meets all the requirements – including flexural strength, shear strength and serviceability deflections -- specified by the Florida Building Code (FBC 2010) for the hurricane-prone U.S. regions.
CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTIONS

5.1 Introduction

The connections proposed in this study are one of the possible options to demonstrate the capabilities of the system for future works. Also, it is left open to the engineer to design the ideal connection for the given project, as needed, based on the building structural system type, geographical location, constructability needs, available equipment, magnitude of forces, assembly and erection considerations and etc. However, in this study two types of connections are proposed as examples; (1) connection that secures the panels and adjacent panels as a unit, termed as Panel-to-Panel connection; and (2) Roof-to-Wall connection that attaches roof panels to the supporting walls or beams. In suggesting the connection, it was considered to keep the installation simple, compatible with most building systems, and make the on-site construction of the roof easy and flexible.

5.2 Panel to Panel Connection

Panel-to-Panel connection is composed of two compartments, as depicted through the 3D schematic in Figure 5-1: (1) Flange connection; and (2) rib connection. Flange connection is a cast in-place UHPC fill on depressed top flanges at the end of panels’ width, see Figure 5-1 (b). The UHPC fill is $\frac{3}{4}$ inch-thick – same thickness as top flange. Flange connection is the compartment that resists the longitudinal flexural moments -- the major load on the connection due to the one-way slab action -- as was previously confirmed in Chapter 3. Rib connection is the compartment that withstands shear forces induced by
loading difference on adjacent panels, with two available options: (a) bolted-steel plates; and (b) post-tensioning (see Figure 5-1 (a) and (c)). The first component of Panel-to-Panel connection, flange connection, is the mandatory part, but the second component, rib connection, is optional based on the loading conditions. In this study, flange connection is investigated through the simplified experimental work; while the use and design of the rib connections are left upon the designer’s judgment for designing based on the magnitude of loads, construction need, assembly and erection considerations, etc.

The purpose of optional rib connection is to resist shear load caused by the probable different loading on two adjacent panels. Typically, in a normal operation, there is no loading difference on two neighboring panels. As previously stated, it is left to the designer to design the appropriate rib connection based on the job characteristics and needs; however, the two proposed mechanical rib connections in this study provide adequate resistance for most projects. The first option, bolted connection, link the web of transverse ribs using a single or double bolted steel plates, depends on the magnitude of forces. Double steel plates sandwiches transverse ribs using bolts run through the pre-installed through-holes in the web of transverse ribs, as depicted in Figure 5-1 (a and c). The size of bolts and plates can simply be designed. The bolts can be subjected to either single or double shear, depends on the number of palates used. Another alternative, post-tensioning, may be utilized along the width of panels using post-tensioning cables run through the pre-installed through-hole in the bottom flange of transverse ribs, as illustrated in the 3D perspective in Figure 5-1 (a and c). Both options, bolted connection and post-tensioning as the rib connections, are available based on the need and designer decision.
Figure 5-1 Panel-to-Panel connection and its components: (a) Components of Panel-to-Panel connection; (b) Flange connection; (c) Rib connection

The mandatory component of panel-to-panel connection, flange connection, is mainly introduced to:

1) link the top flanges;
2) allow full continuity across the entire roof finish;
3) resist longitudinal moment forces, both negative and positive; and
4) to be served as water tightness material.

For this purpose, flanges at the end of panel’s width are depressed (see Figure 5-1 (b)) in order to: (1) be served as the self-form for UHPC fill; (2) provide adequate room for joint to maintain top finish flush; and most importantly (3) provide a platform to link top flanges by UHPC fill. In order to provide adequate bond and interlock between UHPC fill and the two adjacent flanges, depressed flanges are featured with grooves (1/4-in. deep, by 9/16 in. square footprint arranged in grids along the panel’s length as shown in Figure 5-2 (a)) that act as a tongue-in-groove when joint filled with fresh UHPC. Tongue-in-groove mechanism leads to composite behavior by transferring shear force at interaction surface. No additional material or component is needed (e.g. steel shear stud), therefore, the manufacturing and installation is very simple, quick, and no extra considerations required. Joints should only be filled with fresh UHPC when roof panels installed.
Figure 5-2 Details of flange connection as the Panel-to-Panel connection compartment; (a) Geometric details; (b) Geometric details of Group 1 connection specimens; (c) Geometric details of Group 2 specimens.
Figure 5-3 Group 1 connection specimen preparation, FC-P and FC-N specimens

Figure 5-4 Simplified flange connection samples: (a) FC-P Specimen; (b) FC-N specimen; (c) SOLID-1 specimen; (d) SOLID-2 specimen
5.2.2 Experimental Work

As it was confirmed through the experimental work discussed in the section of “Panel Action” in Chapter 2, there is no interaction between box-cell components along the panel’s width and the adjacent panels. Based on this behavior, the flange connection should only resist the imposed moment forces along the length of roof deck. The ideal performance is that the composition of UHPC fill and depressed flanges act as a unit of solid cast altogether. In other words, it is ideal if depressed flanges and UHPC fill demonstrate same flexural strength as an identical monolithic solid section. In this regard, experimental tests were performed on simplified flange connection specimens to evaluate their bending capacity. The experimental investigation aimed at better understanding (1) the composite action of UHPC fill and depressed flanges together as a unit; and (2) validate the tongue-in-groove mechanism performance. Total of four specimens in two groups were prepared: Group 1 was included specimens demonstrating depressed flanges linked by UHPC fill using tongue-in-grooves mechanism, shown in Figures 5-2 (b), 5-3 and 5-4 (a and b); and Group 2, as the control samples, was included rectangular-solid-section specimens demonstrating a solid monolithic cast of UHPC fill and depressed flanges with an overall thickness of 1.5 in., see Figures 5-2 (c) and 5-4 (c and d). All cases were identical in width, overall thickness (1.5 in.) and testing length, as listed in Table 5-1. Both groups of specimens were tested for bending capacity. Group 1 was included two identical specimens, one aimed at positive bending test and one at negative, namely FC-P and FC-N respectively. Positive test represents the system under normal operation due to the downward loadings; while the negative test represents the system under upward wind forces. Group 2 was included two identical specimens for statistical purpose, termed as
Solid-1 and Solid-2. It was expected to obtain same capacity from both groups of specimens as the ideal result.

5.2.3 Test Setup

Samples were tested under three-point bending test illustrated in Figure 5-5. The tests measured the flexural strength and deflection. Universal testing machine served for the purpose. Machine was set to apply the load through a 2-inch-wide loading pad in a constant rate of crosshead speed of 0.05 inch per minute. Mid-span deflection was measured by crosshead movement indicator, automatically recorded by testing machine. The tests ended when samples dropped 80% of maximum load. Figures 5-6 through 5-8 show specimens under the testing load.

![Figure 5-5 Test setup for flange connection](image-url)
Figure 5-6 FC-P specimen under three-point positive bending test

Figure 5-7 FC-N specimen under three-point negative bending test
5.2.4 Test Results

All four samples failed at flexural mode. The only crack was observed at mid-span at the convex side of specimens, as shown in Figure 5-9. The moment-deflection response
of all four specimens are presented in Figure 5-10. As it was expected, both groups demonstrated almost same capacity. Test results are summarized in Table 5-1. FC-P and FC-N specimens exceeded expectation by 7.4% and 3.7% (compared to the average value of Group 2 control specimens).

As given, the tongue-in-groove design performed very well and showed adequate bond and interlock between the pieces with no need of non-UHPC shear connectors (e.g. steel shear stud). No sliding was observed at interaction surface. Experimental work confirmed that flange connection performs as good as the same thickness monolithic cast. In other words, connected panels using flange connection have the identical strength and performance as the solid monolithic cast of a panel with equal overall width. Flange connection provides link between the panels and allows full continuity of the top flanges across the roof. For future, full-scale specimens might be tested for overall validation.

Figure 5-9 Failure mode of flange connection samples: (a) FC-P specimen; (b) FC-N specimen; (c) SOLID-1 specimen; (d) SOLID-2 specimen
Table 5-1 The Geometric Details of Flange Connection Specimens and Summary of Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>SOLID-1</th>
<th>SOLID-2</th>
<th>FC-P</th>
<th>FC-N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Span Length (in)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width (in.)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Thickness (in.)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive Strength f’c (ksi)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Applied Load (kips)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation at Maximum Load (in.)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Moment (kip-ft.)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of Applied Moment (kip-ft.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-10 Moment-Deflection response of flange connections (panel-to-panel specimen connections)

5.3 Roof-to-Wall Connection

Roof-to-Wall connection is a type of connection that links the roof panels to the building structure. The discussed connection is proposed for future work. However, it is the designer's responsibility to design the appropriate connection as needed.
Roof-to-wall connection is designed to be compatible with the most typical types of building structural systems such as: steel structures; reinforced concrete structures; and masonry buildings. As examples, Figure 5-11 illustrates the proposed connection for masonry buildings, reinforced concrete and steel structures. The same concept can be extended to other structural systems.

Roof-to-Wall connection is composed of three major components:

1) UHPC fill;
2) HSS reinforcements; and
3) Tensile studs or anchor bolts, depends on building structural system.

The extended HSS reinforcing bars at the end of panels transfer imposed loads from the roof deck to the UHPC fill by acting in shear, and then from there to the horizontal building structure (e.g. concrete beams, steel beams, concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls, tie-beams, and etc.) using: (1) tensile studs/anchor bolts; or (2) longitudinal HSS reinforcements continued and embedded in the masonry block, depends on the building structural system. This mechanism provides a continuous load path transmission.

Tensile studs can be pre-installed on the supporting structure using different methods depends on the type of building structural system:

1) either welded, punched or screwed to the steel structure; or
2) pre-cast anchor bolts into the CMU walls, concrete beams or tie-beams; or
3) continued longitudinal HSS reinforcement in masonry blocks.

Roof-to-wall connection not only provides continuity of load path from panels to the building structure, but also acts as a barrier and water intrusion prevention system. Given that the only consideration to constructing the connection is filling the joint by fresh
UHPC after roof assembly, the simplicity of the process accelerates the on-site roof erection. In order to provide the form side for UHPC fill, panel’s end can be blocked at the far end using two methods; (1) a 0.5-in.-thick layer of UHPC during the roof panels manufacturing process, which will act as embedded form and also an extra layer of water intrusion barrier additional to the UHPC fill; or (2) using pre-cut foam pieces, installed either on-site or off-site. Either practice works very well for the purpose.
Figure 5-11 Roof-to-wall connection details to: (a) Masonry structure; (b) Reinforced concrete structure; (c) Steel structure
Longitudinal HSS bars at the end of panels provide a shear force transmission mechanism from the roof deck to the UHPC fill, by providing interlock connectivity between the two parts. HSS bars withstand shear forces induced by wind uplift pressure. The total shear force applied can be estimated as:

\[ V_u = w \cdot A_{\text{Roof}} / 2 \]  

(Equation 5-1)

where, \( V_u \) = Applied shear force per roof panel at the end support; \( w \) = Maximum upward design load from load combinations; \( A_{\text{Roof}} \) = Roof panel footprint area.

In this study, applied shear is equal to 5.23 kip at the support, by applying design uniform load of 116.25 lb/ft\(^2\), and footprint roof area of 20 ft\(^2\) (20 ft. by 4.5 ft.) in the equation. This should be equal or less that the shear strength of HSS bars, which can be estimated as:

\[ V_n = 0.6 \cdot f_y \cdot A_{\text{Steel}} \]  

(Equation 5-2)

Where, \( V_n \) = total shear strength of longitudinal reinforcements; \( f_y \) = Yield strength of reinforcing bars; and \( A_{\text{Steel}} \) = total area of reinforcing bars in a roof panel.

Using a yield strength of 100 ksi for HSS reinforcing bars, and total area of reinforcing bars of 0.99 in\(^2\) (the total of 9 number 3 reinforcing bars), the shear strength is calculated as 59.4 ksi, which is significantly higher than the required strength of 5.23 kip. Therefore, the existing HSS reinforcements offer shear strength considerably more than the required value.

The resultant forces in UHPC fill is transmitted into the horizontal supporting structure through the studs acting in tension. The magnitude of tensile force per stud or anchor bolt is equal to the shear force calculated using Equation 5-1 (5.23 kip) divided by
number of tensile studs or anchor bolts. The tensile loading per studs (anchor) can be calculated as:

\[ T_{\text{Stud}} = \frac{w \cdot A_{\text{Roof}}}{2N} \]  

(Equation 5-3)

where, \( T_{\text{Stud}} \) = tension force per stud (anchor); \( w \) = Maximum design load from load combinations; \( A \) = Roof panel footprint area, \( N \) = number of studs (anchors) per roof panel width. Therefore, the required studs spacing depends on the desired quantity and size.

Future testing is anticipated to determine the strength of tensile studs. Given that the connection type has significant impact on the load bearing of the roof system -- which conservatively is considered as pinned-roller in this study -- the testing may also investigate the connection load bearing type (pinned or moment bearing). Once again, although the proposed connections, panel-to-panel and roof-to-wall, are deemed to be appropriate for most construction cases, different connections may be considered other than those presented in this study.
CHAPTER 6

SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

6.1 Introduction

The proposed engineered roof system was originally designed to increase the wind resilience of buildings during high wind storm events, in particular hurricanes. Experimental tests and finite element analyses confirmed that the new roof structure performs as expected. Along the way of development, several significant improvements were obtained in addition to the hurricane resilient design, as followings:

1) weight;
2) overall depth;
3) span length;
4) reinforcement ratio; and
5) durability,

which all translate to the following significance:

(a) high structural efficiency;
(b) financial benefits;
(c) sustainability;
(d) safety; and
(e) demanding features,

as are described next.
6.2 Structural Efficiency

As addressed previously in Chapter 2, UHPC’s high compressive and tensile strength enhanced with the high strength steel led to some structural improvements as followings: (1) weight; (2) overall depth; (3) span length; and (4) reinforcement ratio. Self-weight has significant impact on the long-span design. As span length increases, robust section is required, that consequently result into a heavier cross section. The high ratio of strength to self-weight of the proposed roof deck system makes it a light-weight wide-span low-profile system, beyond that is possible with current conventional reinforced concrete -- all possible with no shear reinforcements. As a comparative analysis, the same capacity conventionally reinforced concrete Lite-Deck floor system, a commercially available deck system -- with an overall depth of 12.25 in. (10.25 in. deck plus 2 in. foam form) and self-weight of 48.72 lb/ft$^2$ -- is offered for comparison. See Figure 6-1 for the new proposed roof section against Lit-Deck. The proposed system is almost three times lighter in weight, three times shallower in profile, and five times less reinforced (only longitudinal reinforcements), with no shear reinforcement or stirrups, as listed in Table 6-1 and shown in Figure 6-2. Moreover, experimental work demonstrated the 3/4 inch ultra-thin-walled section utilized successfully resist high imposed loads, the thinnest practical constructible structural thickness manufactured in practice using UHPC.
Table 6-1 The New Roof System Against Lite-Deck Deck System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>New Roof System</th>
<th>Lite-Deck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear Span (ft.)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (pound per square feet)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>48.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall section height (in.)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.25+2 in. in-place form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength of concrete (ksi)</td>
<td>24&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength of reinforcement (ksi)</td>
<td>100&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>60&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal Reinforcement</td>
<td>0.33 in&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.59 in&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Reinforcement</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind design</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Type: UHPC;  
<sup>b</sup>Type: Conventional concrete;  
<sup>c</sup>Type: High strength steel (HSS), Grade 100  
<sup>d</sup>Type: Conventional steel, Grade 60

Steel Reinforcement (in<sup>2</sup>)

- **Lite-Deck = 1.59 in<sup>2</sup>**
- **New Roof = 0.33 in<sup>2</sup>**  
  **80% Savings in steel consumption**

Overall section height (in.)

- **Lite-Deck = 12.25 in**
- **New Roof = 4 in**  
  **67% Savings in height**

Weight (pound per square feet)

- **Lite-Deck = 48.72 psf**
- **New Roof = 17 psf**  
  **65% Savings in concrete consumption**

6.3 Material Cost

In order to estimate the life cycle cost of the product, several items need to be factored in to the cost such as, initial cost, construction cost, maintenance, repair costs, post
disaster costs, and insurance benefits. The material cost of the given design is compared
with the cost estimate of two different types of conventional roofs: concrete roof and
standing seam metal roof. Table 6-2 lists the material cost of the proposed roof system and
conventional concrete roof. The material cost of the standing seam metal roofs is estimated
to be $7.14 per square foot on average (Homewyse.com).

The material cost of the proposed roof system is anticipated to be competitive. It
would be more so if labor, fabrication and installation cost, post disaster cost and insurance
benefits are considered in total cost. Supplementary data can lend more insight into the
system’s total initial cost and life costs.

Table 6-2 Material Costs for the Proposed Roof System and Conventional Concrete Roof

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>New Roof System ($/ft²)</th>
<th>Conventional Concrete Roof ($/ft²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing Steel</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Total</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Financial Benefits

The total initial cost and life cost of the new roof system would be more noticeable
if labor, fabrication and installation cost, post disaster cost and insurance benefits are
considered in total cost.

No crew, material, or time is needed for cutting, bending and installation of
reinforcing bars -- as shear reinforcements are eliminated and longitudinal reinforcement
ratio is noticeably decreased. Formwork is eliminated as roof panels will be pre-fabricated
in quality controlled manufacturing environment. Because of the light-weight, more roof
panels can be delivered to the jobsites on each single delivery. Less man-hours will be
needed for unloading and installation, and no shoring would be required for erection. All
which will lower the cost of roof construction alone, as well as boost the construction schedule.

Cost savings would be even more noticeable on the total initial construction cost of building by considering the effect of the following features on the overall building system:

1) the 4-in. low-profile deck will require 8-in. shorten columns, and will decrease the overall height of building;

2) long-span increases columns spacing and consequently reduces the total quantity of columns; and

3) light-weight will result in significant low mass on the roof level that considerably decreases design loads on the building structural frame with subsequent reduced size of columns, beams and foundation.

All these improvements will subsequently lower the total construction cost of the building structure. In addition, wide spans and column spacing have high demand in the modern architectural designs of industrial and commercial buildings.

The cost savings on the building structure frame can be multiplied on multi-story buildings, by using the proposed system as roof and floor decks. The new system can also be used as floor decks, since the only design consideration is the absence of wind pressures. That possibly result in either a shallower profile, longer span, or less reinforcing ratio (especially by elimination of reinforcements in the top flange) by re-designing the system. The less mass on floor levels and 8-in. shorter columns on each story level results in a substantial low total weight and building height, conceivably enabling additional floors within the same municipal imposed height restriction, and much lightweight structural system. The benefits would be especially noticeable in areas prone to both wind and
seismic effects (such as South Carolina), as the total weight of building has a great impact on the earthquake-induced forces. Therefore, using the lightweight proposed deck system (as roof and/or floor) in such regions would significantly improve the seismic design in addition to wind design. As a result, the low-profile, wide-span and light-weight features result in cost savings, considering not the roof alone but the total cost of building construction.

6.5 Sustainability

All the above mentioned features including the significant reduced concrete consumption (65%, see Figure 6-2) and subsequent material savings on building structure frame, reduced reinforcing ratio, and shear reinforcement elimination, will lead to lower raw material consumption, which will result in saving natural resources such as steel and concrete. Moreover, as previously described, the improved shipping efficiency, because of the reduced transportation, would also reduce carbon dioxide emissions from product transport. Likewise, the reduced concrete and steel demand for manufacturing, also collaborate in creating less carbon dioxide from the portland cement and steel production. UHPC’s superior low permeability (due to the very dense matrix of fine constituent components and low water/cement ratio), high resistance to freeze-thaw cycling, and HSS’s high corrosion resistance result in a durable, long lasting, low-maintenance system, thereby lowering life cycle maintenance costs as well as making an environmentally sustainable system.
6.6 Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency is an important factor in any roof system. Thermal bridging and inconsistent performance of insulation are major issues with conventional roof systems. There are several factors that affect the effectiveness of the roof insulation. For example, it mostly depends on the system assembly. It is almost impossible to provide a continuous insulation layer in between the layers of multilayer roof systems, as roof components are attached mechanically and has to break the insulation which causes thermal bridging.

The presented system here is a monolithic system that can be insulated either by foam board or spray foam applied directly onto the underside of the roof to create a continuous insulation layer. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) recommends an R-Value of 20 (ft²·°F.h/BTU). Although, typical residential and commercial construction may face challenges to achieve such a standard, the proposed system can meet the recommendation by an R-Value of 21 (ft²·°F.h/BTU) using a 2.75-in. layer of closed-cell spray foam on the beneath roof surface. Table 6-3 lists the materials and their R-Values.

Table 6-3 R-Value of the Proposed Roof System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>R-Value (ft²·°F.h / BTU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside Air Film</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75” Closed-cell spray foam Insulation</td>
<td>17.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHPC</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Air Film</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td><strong>21.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7 Safety

Furthermore, the high stiffness at service load and high ductility at ultimate capacity make the combination of UHPC and HSS the most efficient solution for flexural members.
The high stiffness at the initial stage of loading limits service deflections, and provides users comfort at service load during normal operation; while, the high ductility at ultimate state provides in advanced warning prior failure with enough time for users to evacuate the building, which bring a higher level of safety and comfort to the building and users, and potentially lower insurance premiums due to the lower risk during operation and severe weather events.

6.8 Additional Features

Hollow channels are provided to accommodate utilities such as electrical, mechanical, and HVAC lines. This feature is highly in demand in commercial, industrial and multistory residential buildings. Utility lines or ducts can be pre-installed within the panels either in hollow channels or in-between the box-cells. Furthermore, the system has the potential to incorporate pre-attached photovoltaic membranes to generate solar energy, or pre-attached bases for solar panels. The bases can be precast within the member to resist wind loads and act as the supporting frame. The new system could also incorporate pre-attached insulation to meet higher energy ratings. The new system would be a high quality product due to the tight quality control offered by precast concrete facilities.

Overall, the proposed roof system is structurally efficient, safe, reasonably cost effective, and environmentally sustainable, which translate to saving natural and fiscal resources, applicable to new construction or replacement of existing roofs to mitigate the hurricane resilience of buildings during natural disasters.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

A novel composite flat roof system is proposed to promote hurricane resilience of buildings. The system is designed to satisfy Florida Building Code requirements. The new system is not only structurally improved to resist extreme wind events such as hurricanes -- but it is also light-weight (17 lb/ft\(^2\)), low-profile (4 in.), ultra-thin-walled (3/4 in.), durable, low maintenance, and environmentally sustainable. All these significant attributes were achieved through an innovative combination of two advanced materials: ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) and high strength steel (HSS). As the case study, the new roof system is designed to withstand winds up to 209 miles per hour at the mean roof height of 50 feet. A comprehensive experimental program was conducted on laboratory specimens in two groups of specimens, termed as single-cell and multi-cell specimens. The ultimate limit state (ULS) was investigated through the experimental work on short-span laboratory specimens: while, service limit state (SLS) was investigated via Finite Element analyses on longer-span numerical models calibrated with experimental results. Finally, two types of connections were proposed: (1) panel-to-panel connection that connects the roof panels together; and (2) roof-to-wall connection that connects the roof panel to the building structure. Experimental specimens and numerical models -- finite element analyses -- proved that the proposed system successfully met all the Florida Building Code requirements for a 20-foot long span. The building configuration and design loads determined in this study can accordingly be adjusted for any other topographical regions.
in accordance with the intended building code and desire span length and roof height. Overall, it is proved that the proposed roof system is structurally efficient, safe, reasonably cost effective, and environmentally sustainable, applicable to the new constructions or replacement of existing roofs to mitigate hurricane damage of buildings during extreme wind events. Additionally, this study demonstrated the scientific contribution and novelty to create new lightweight thin-walled structural elements using UHPC-HSS system. The concept utilized in this research can be expanded to the other structural elements to effectively promote their efficiency and performance to a higher level.

7.2 Conclusions

The followings are the major outcomes of this study:

1) Flexural specimens showed a ductile flexural behavior with HSS bars yielding at mid-span.

2) Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, no shear crack was observed in any flexural tests.

3) Multi-cell specimens showed an improved flexural performance in terms of both cracking and ductility over single-cell specimens, in part due to the presence of transverse ribs.

4) A strong panel action was noted in multi-cell specimens with a distribution factor of 0.33.

5) The proposed section showed optimal performance, as evident from its similar capacity/demand ratio in positive and negative bending.
6) Despite lack of any shear reinforcement, shear specimen demonstrated high shear capacity for the proposed thin-walled box-cell section with a demand/capacity ratio of 1.7.

7) Due primarily to the steel fiber pullout mechanism of UHPC, shear failure was not sudden or abrupt, but rather ductile.

8) This study confirmed that the UHPC-HSS system can be utilized for developing super light-weight low-profile ultra-thin-walled flexural members, even for wide-spans beyond that is possible to be achieved using the conventional reinforced concrete.

9) Experimental work confirmed the feasibility of the development and constructability of the ultra-thin-walled UHPC structural members as thin as ¾-inch. This is the thinnest structural thickness, which is practically possible.

10) UHPC demonstrated high shear resistant in the ultra-thin-walled section utilized, with no shear reinforcement or stirrup required, attributed to the UHPC high tensile strength.

11) Experimental work demonstrated that the UHPC-HSS system has high stiffness at the initial loading followed by a ductile behavior beyond, attributed to the steel fibers pullout mechanism of UHPC. This mechanical behavior provides the required stiffness at service load to fulfill the building codes serviceability requirements, while improving the safety of the system to a higher level by demonstrating adequate deformation warning at ultimate capacity.
12) The one-way slab action was confirmed through the experimental program and FE numerical models. It was verified by both strain and deflection calculations.

13) Experimental specimens showed that the steel fibers content of UHPC mixture has tendency to segregate to the lower level of mold. This phenomenon increases the steel fibers volume fraction percentage of the lower level of the section, that consequently improves the tensile strength of the lower portion of the profile. Engineers and designers can take advantages of this tendency in formwork design and manufacturing practices to effectively promote the flexural capacity.

14) This study proved that the innovative material combination of UHPC and HSS offer high ratio of strength to the self-weight. Therefore, the UHPC-HSS system lend itself as promising material for widening span purposes.

15) The proposed system is mainly aimed at roofs, however, it also can be used as floor decks by re-designing the system with no wind uplift pressure consideration, which potentially increases the span length and reduces the section depth.

16) The proposed system is almost three times lighter in self-weight (17 lb/ft²), three times shallower in profile (4 in. overall depth), and five times less in volume of reinforcement steel, with no shear reinforcement or stirrups required compared to conventional reinforced concrete. All these significant improvements will result in financial savings on total building construction cost, as make engineers and architects to be able to design
smaller size of beams, columns and foundation thanks to the significantly less mass of story levels.

17) This study showed that the UHPC-HSS systems are environmentally friendly building materials, that make it feasible to reduce concrete consumption by 65% and reinforcement steel by 80%, which make the UHPC-HSS system a sustainable design to save natural resources and reduce carbon footprint of a building.

7.3 Future Research

Building envelope is the first line of defense in natural disasters. The same concept utilized in this study -- using UHPC-HSS system -- can be implemented to create an innovative building envelope including both roof and walls. Therefore, future research is anticipated to develop a lightweight wall panel to protect buildings from natural disasters. Also, this study demonstrated that the proposed lightweight roof system can be used as floor deck as well, which can significantly improve the multi-hazard design for wind and seismic due to its lightweight. Therefore, it would be a future work to test the proposed system under dynamic loads and evaluate the performance under multi-hazards.
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